Abstract: A full autopilot system was designed for a small electrical helicopter. It contains two Web cameras as sensors that are connected to the standard PC through USB port. A model of aerodynamic forces and moments was written in the complex form. The system parameters were identified by results of flight tests. An onboard sensor with three micromechanical gyroscopes and three accelerometers was istalled on the helicopter. It produces essentially new information about rotation velocity. The autopilot system was studied in detail and finally, the helicopter was stabilized in a three dimensional point.
INTRODUCTION
The aerodynamic model of the blade motion was studied for a hundred years. The basic principles can be found in Mil et al (1966) , Johnson (1980) , Leishman (2000) . In this paper, a full system of the main and tail rotor dynamics is presented in the form of complex number arithmetic. The complex plane looks an attractrive tool for description of the rotation dynamics. We have observed that the standard real valued equations of the rotors can be expressed in terms of linear combinations of two 2 × 2-matrices only: the identity and the so called matrix imaginary unit. This system can be explicitly represented in scalar complex equations.
A small electrical helicopter was chosen for autopilot design, see Barabanov et al (2007) , Barabanov and Romaev (2009) . A full aerodynamic nonlinear model is derived. It contains both differential and algebraic equations with nonunique solutions. An effective computational algorithm is proposed that finds a unique admissible solution of the system. Balanced operational points are determined for arbitrary linear velocity of a helicopter. The system dynamics was linearized near the balanced mode. Then coefficients were adjucted by results of the flight tests. All algorithms were written on Matlab and C. Their performance was studied by simulations and then by flight tests.
DEVICE DESCRIPTION
Small helicopters with manual control by a wireless control panel are easily available in the market in various configurations. They are extremely unstable and require a skilled driver to prevent a downfall. The time constant in the lateral channel of a small electrical helicopter is much less than 1 s. There are four control actuators that are closely interconnected in a highly nonlinear system. The system can be described to various levels of accuracy from the second order time invariant plants to turbulence equations.
It is shown in this paper, that a simple autopilot system can be successfully designed for a widely spread model of helicopter with camera observations and software installed on a standard computer.
An electrical helicopter Walkera x450 was chosen for experiments.
Fig 1. Walkera x450
Its height is 830 g. The main rotor has a diameter of 700 mm and a hub of the Hiller type with two blades and two servo blades. Each pair of blades is hard connected on a rod. The control panel has 2 joysticks with 2 degrees of freedom either.
Accordingly, helicopter has 4 controls. The main rotor thrust and tail rotor thrust are controlled by the left joystick. Two angles of swash plate position are controlled by the right joystick. The main rotor thrust are controlled by both rotation frequency at 27 -29 Hz and the collective pitch. Dependence of rotation frequency and a collective pitch on a left joystick deviation is defined by a combinatory curve. It was approximated using data from stroboscope measurements. The tail rotor thrust is con-trolled by a collective pitch. Tail rotor rotation frequency is proportional to main rotor rotational frequency.
The control signals are transmitted from computer directly through DAC to the control panel that sends a radio signal to the onboard actuators.
TRACKING OF HELICOPTER MOTION
Four diodes are installed on the helicopter and fed from the onboard battery. The distances between them are fixed and this information is enough for calculation of their 3-dimensional coordinates by the screen image.
A particular measurement of the helicopter position is a single camera image that contains spots from diodes on the nonhomogeneous background. The image processing is traditionally divided into the primary stage where the grey image is transformed to the set of points, and the secondary stage that builds objects from the extracted points and eliminates alarms. Primary processing is made in the full image or in the tracking strobes. It must be fast since this part is the most time consuming.
The primary recognition stage consists of a search of spots from all 4 diodes on the nonhomogeneous background. The shape and amplitude of a spot depends on the diode foreshortening with respect to the camera. A diameter of a spot is normally between 4 and 10 pixels at the level of 70% amplitude for the distance 1.5 -2 m between a camera and a helicopter.
The spot shape may be distorted if the diode is directed outside or if it is located on a bright background or it is shaded. Images contain in addition specks of light, bright borders of objects and reflections from surfaces.
The camera images are received asynchronously with the averaged speed of 30 shots per second. The tracking system calculates the predicted diodes positions after receiving a new camera image. Then a strobe is selected around the predicted position for each diode. A spot from a diode is searched in the strobe in a similar way to the primary recognition.
When all spots are found their centers and approximating ellipsoids are determined. They describe the results of position estimates on the screen and their expected accuracy.
The spot positions on the screen are nonlinear functions of the state vector ζ = h(X) where the vector ζ consists of 2-dimensional coordinates of the diodes images on the camera screen and X is the helicopter state vectore. Some diodes can be lost or shadowed, and therefore the dimension of ζ may vary from image to image. The state dynamics is described bẏ
Assume the state vector X is estimated as X 0 to an appropriate accuracy such that the error X = X − X 0 is relatively small. Then linearization gives˙
The linearized Kalman filter is applied to obtain an estimate of the deviation X.
The functions f and h are linearized in the strobe of tracking to an appropriate accuracy. Experiments have shown that the measurement noises are small enough such that this filter provides good performance.
The observation system does not depend on the number of detected diode spots in the image. Some of spots can be shadowed or lost on the bright background. Even in the case of completely shadowed diodes for a couple of images the Kalman filter does not lose the helicopter unless it makes a new manoeuvre. The filter does not diverge for a couple of seconds if one diode is lost only because the system remains observable. Much more essential problems appear when two diode images are close and the system can confuse them.
A search in the strobes is the most consuming part of the algorithm. Nevertheless, we did not meet speed limitations with the standard C program in the real time system.
AERODYNAMIC MODEL OF HELICOPTER
Helicopter dynamics is described by the equatioṅ X = f (X, u), where u is control containing cyclic and collective pitch control of the main rotor and directional control by the tail rotor. The function f is given by a system of nonlinear algebraic equations.
The state vector X contains 12 variables of the helicopter position in the earth coordinate system. The equationṡ x = V x ,ẏ = V y ,ż = V z are trivial. Dynamics of the Euler angles is determined by the angular velocities according to the equationṡ
The most important part of the helicopter dynamics are the equations for linear and angular velocities that are determined by forces and torques. In the helicopter system of coordinates the helicopter dynamics is described by the equationṡ
where m is the mass of helicopter, I = diag(I x , I y , I z ) is the diagonal matrix with moments of inertia, (F main , F gyro , F tail ) and (M main , M gyro , M tail ) are the forces and torques vectors of main rotor blades, servo rotor blades and tail rotor blades, respectively, F mg vector of gravity.
The forces and torques are the functions of the state vector. The explicit formulas for them and the corresponding numerical algorithm of their implementation were developed from the impulse theory of the main rotor Mil et al. (1966) .
The balanced mode of the stationary position with X = const is achieved with the following parameters:
An effective numerical algorithms and software were also developed to calculate balanced realization with an arbitrary constant linear velocity vector V and an arbitrary constant yaw velocity Ω y .
AERODYNAMIC FORCES AND TORQUES IN COMPLEX FORM
Introduce the following notation.
ρ -density of air; b -blade chord, c α y -section lift coefficient, c x -blade drag coefficient, ω -rotational frequency of main rotor, R -blade length, B -tip loss factor, λ -rotor induced inflow ratio, Θ 1 -longitudinal cyclic pitch, The helicopter dynamics equations have a specific form that is isomorphic to arithmetic of the complex numbers. Therefore, introduce the corresponding complex values: a = a 1 + ib 1 -complex coefficient of flapping motion of blade, a g = a 1,g + ib 1,g -complex coefficient of flapping motion of servoblade, Θ = Θ 1 + iΘ 2 -complex coefficient of the swash plate position, D Θ = D g a g + iD Θ Θ = D aΘ + iD bΘ -complex coefficient from the blade position to the section angle of attack, V xz = V x + iV z . The coordinate system is shown in Fig. 1 . 
The next theorem was derived from the physical law of aerodynamic pressure under assumption that the induced air flow is constant in the disk of blade rotation. Proof is omitted because of its length. Also the standard notation f = O(g) means that there exists C > 0 such that |f | ≤ C|g| as f, g → 0.
Theorem 1. Forces and moments of the main rotor blades and servoblades are described in the following complex form.
1. Aerodynamic force of the main rotor blades normal to the disk plane:
2. Pitching and rolling moments of the main rotor blades:
3. Longitudinal and lateral forces of the main rotor blades:
where b rot,2 , b rot,3 ,Ω y and ε HS are the terms of the second, third and fourth order with respect to the set of small values ε blade , ε servo , c 1/2 x and |V xz |. In particular,
4. Torque of the main rotor blades:
where m k,2 , m k,3 and ε M are the terms of the second, third and fourth order with respect to the set of small values ε blade , ε servo , c
Coefficients of the flapping motion of blades:
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where
6. Coefficients of the flapping motion of servoblades:
7. Aerodynamic force of the servoblades normal to the disk plane:
.
Longitudinal and lateral forces of the servoblades:
9. Torque of the servoblades:
IDENTIFICATION
The real time experiments have shown that the closed loop system is very sensitive to the model parameters and that the theoretical values of the parameters do not fit the model of helicopter dynamics to the necessary accuracy. Structure of the equation, signs of coefficients appeared to be correct. But we had to tune absolute values of coefficients by results of flight tests.
The linearized helicopter dynamic equations were simplified and divided into separate channels. Consider in detail the horizontal (longitudinal and lateral) channel. After linearization near the balanced state vector the helicopter dynamics is described bẏ
xz (cΩ xz + dU xz ) where γ and θ are the roll and pitch angles, g is the acceleration of gravity, U xz = U x + iU z and (U x , U z ) are controls in the longitudinal and lateral channels, I 
The impulse theory of the main rotor gives the following values:
Values of scalar parameters each of matrix were adjusted by records of experimental data. The data was obtained from the camera observations and Kalman filtering. We used a gradient method with integration of sensitivity function. Linear trends has been added in simplified equations. The cost function was chosen as the square distance between real and simulated data: Results of identification of linear and angular velocities equations are presented in Figure 2 .
Fig 2. Linear and angular velocities adjusting
Additional camera-tracking estimation delays were observed during the identification procedure in the longitudinal and lateral channels were revealed. Delays are caused by Kalman-Bucy filter. It was identified as 0.08 sec.
The vector of the identified parameters differs essentially from their theoretical values:
But the controller designed for this model appeared to be stabilizing for the helicopter.
CONTROL DESIGN
The main goal of the controller is stabilization of the helicopter around a chosen balanced state vector. In particular, the stationary state was of the main interest.
Assume the desired balanced state vector is defined by the desired position r 0 and the Euler vector δ 0 . The 4-dimensional control vector u (in volts) defines the swash plate position and the collective pitch controls of the main and tail rotors. Stabilization was achieved by the linear feedback Auxiliary controls are entered to consider the Kalman filter delay:U
where T u is the time constant in aperiodic link, b x and b z are the hub driving gear gains, u θ and u γ are the measured controls, U x and U z are the controls from the model equations.
LABORATORY FLIGHT TESTS
The main goal of experiments is verification of controller in the balanced mode. Flight tests consist of automatic takeoff, landing and stabilization of hovering. The LQ optimal control theory was implemented for the continuous-time plant with discrete asynchronous measurements from two cameras. After linearization the system was decoupled into three parts. One controller was designed for the longitudinal and lateral channel, the other two controllers determine thrusts of the main and tail rotors. Results of the flight tests are presented in Fig. 3 . The target position vector r 0 was changed manually for several times to force the helicopter to move between the corresponding points in space. Helicopter moved to the points and then tried to hover. A detailed study of the oscillation signal have shown that it is a sum of pure harmonics with frequencies multiple to the main rotor rotation frequency F . The disturbances in the angular velocity measurements forced by the main rotor rotation can be attenuated by means of the corresponding filtering. A simple time invariant FIR filter of the 10-th order was designed with zeros in the areas of the 5 first multiple harmonics frequencies. Compare in Fig. 6 the Pitch velocity estimates from the filtered sensor data and from the camera observation. It can be concluded that the helicopter angular velocities can be successfully estimated from the onboard sensor measurements. But currently sensors were not used in the flight tests. 
CONCLUSION
The full autopilot system was designed for a small electrical helicopter by images from two standard video cameras. Flight results have shown good accuracy of hovering stabilization. Identification of the model parameters gave essentially different values of coefficients than the aerodynamics theory.
The aerodynamic forces and moments of the main and tail rotors can be expressed as a linear combination of identity matrix and the matrix imaginary unit. For this reason they can be expressed in the form of complex arithmetic. The expressions in the complex form were derived and presented in the paper.
